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146 MR. J. WALKER ON CAUCHY’S THEORY OF 
moreover, the resistance of the copper wire of the former was 
a comparatively large fraction, at least, one sixth or one seventh, 
of the whole resistance in circuit with it, while the copper 
resistance of the larger primary coil was not, inuch more than 
one fifteen-hundred th of’tha whole resistance in circuit. with it 
-the ratio of the resistances was no doubt sonicwhnt disturbed 
by the unequal hcxitiiig of the two primary circnits, and was 
in reality rather less than what was inferred froiii the marked 
values of the coils used. That tliis was the case was shown 
by the fact that the apparent ratio decreased progressively 
froin 40.3 to 39.45, as the strength of the testing current was 
diminished from its first value to rather less than one sixth. 
A better arrangenient of the apparatus would have been to 
put thc two priinary wires in series with the battery, and to 
ha\-e connected the two secolltli1ries in parallel circuit ; but 
the inatter was not thought important enough to require a 
repetition of the nieasureinents. 
The method of measuring coefficients of mutual induction 
described in this paper inay perhaps be of use in the experi- 
mental study of dyn;imo-electric machines, whose whole nction 
depends upon the variation of the coefficient of inutnnl induc- 
tion between the field-magnet coils aiid the armature coils, as 
the lilttor tako various positions during the course of a 
revolution. -- 
XXIV. An Account of Cauchy’s Theory of RPfZection and 
By J.~MES WALKER, i%f.A., Demon- 
THE theory of reflection and refraction of lioht holds such 
an  irnportnnt place among the problems of Optics which 
await their solution that it is advantageous to have a clear 
idea of the work which has been previously done in the subject. 
The theory advanced by Green has been so thoroughly 
discussed by Lord Rayleigh and Sir W. Thoinsoil that all 
questions connected with it may be considered as completely 
settled. But this is by no means the case with Cauchy’s 
work on the subject; and some account, of it inay be of in- 
* Read December 11, 1886. 
Refraction of Li&. 
stratoi* at the Clareitdon Lciborntoiy, O+d*. 
? 
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terest, e1-m though the theory cannot be said to contribute 
much towards a soliition of the problem. 
Several “ reproductions ”* of Cauchy’s work have indeed 
appeared in French and German, but in most of them the 
elega~~ce, and therewith the clearness, of Cauchy’s method 
have been gi\*en up ; while they leave in inore or less ob- 
scurity the r’eosoning which led hiin to enunciate his “principle 
of’ continuity,” and make no mention of a point of considerable 
intei.est, viz. the ijiistake which originally Ied to his adoption 
of a tLeory inrolring the straiige assumption of a negative 
value for the coefficient of compressibility of the sther.  
I. 
Cauchy, at different periods, gave three distinct theories of 
reflection : the first two, however, require only a passing 
notice, as they were :ifterwards rejected by him as in no 
respoct affording a complete solution of the problem. 
Thefifirst theory w i s  published in the Brclletin de Fdru.psuo 
of 1 ~ 3 0 .  It rested on the true dynamical basis of the equality 
of pressures? at  the interfme of the media ; but was vitiated 
by the neglect of the pressural wares, which must take part 
in the act of reflection and refraction. The method led, on 
the assumption of the equality of the density of the tether in 
the two media, to the formulae given by Fresnel $. 
The second theory was based on a method of obtaining the  
equations of conditioii a t  the interface, which was given in a 
lithographed memoir published in 1836. This method assumes 
a change in the eqiiations of motion near the interface to B 
distance comparable with fhe radius of the sphere of activity 
of a molecule, mid leacis to the following theorein :- 
‘‘ E tact doiiiids deux milieux ou deux s y s t h e s  de mol6cules 
separds l’un de l’uutre par le plan de yz, supposons que des 
~quations d’dquilibre ou de mouveinent gdndralisdes de manibre 
subsister pour tous les points de l’un et  de l’autre systbine 
A. v. Ettingshausen, Pogg. Ann. 1. p. 409; Sitd. der Tt’ien. Akad 
Beer, Pogg. A m .  xci. pp. 268, 467, 561 ; xcii. p. 403. 
Briot, Liouv. Journ. (2nd) xi. p. 305 ; 
t Cauchy’s reasons for rejecting the principle of the equality of pres- 
$ Cauchy, Mbmoire w r  b Diqiersion, 5 10. 
xviii. p. 360. 
Eisenlohr, Pogg. Ann. civ. p. 346. 
Xii. p. 186. Lundquist, Pogg. Ann. clii. pp. 177, 508, 6G5. 
~ e s  at the interface are given in Coaytes Rendus, xxviii. p. 60. 
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et m h e  pour les points situds sur la surface de skparation, 
Yon puisse ddduire une equation de la forme 
Y, 0 ddsianant deux quantiths finies, mais variables avec lea 
ooordonnees xy z. On aura, pour x=O, ? 
I 
J v = v ,  drr dv’ -- cEa - clx 
en adinettant que l’on prenne pour premier e t  pour second 
membre de chacune des formules les resulthts que fournit la 
rhduction de m h zhro, dans les deux valcurs de la fonction 
dv - ou 8 relatives aux points inthrieurs du premier e t  du dm 
second systbme.” 
The equations of condition resulting from the application of 
this theorem were puhlished in Cauchy’s nienioir on Dispersion 
in the same year*. They express that the linear dilatation of 
the s the r  normal to the interface is the same for both the 
media, and that the rotations in the three coordinate planes 
of a particle at the interface is the saine, whether the particle 
is considered as belonging to the first or second medium. 
The method of deducing these conditions was given in a 
memoir presented to the French Academy on October 29, 
1838t. This memoir has never been published ; and all we 
know is that the method involved the assumption that the 
velocity of propagation of the pressural waves is very great 
compared with that of the distortional wareat. I n  1842 Cauchy 
showed that these conditions lead to Fresnel’s formulzes. 
ThejnaE theory was published in detail11 in the years 1838 
and 1839, and is contained in the 8th and 9th volumes of 
the Coinpies RenJus, and in the Z , w c i s e s  d’Analyse et de 
Plysipire.  Later volumes of the C0mnpte.s Rendus contain 
re-statements of i t  ; and in 1850 an extension of the mothod 
Me”. sur la Dispersion, § 10. t Comptes Rendus, vii. p, 761, 
11 The idea seems to be prevalent that we are indebted to the German 
$ Ibid. x. p. 905. 5 IW. xv. p. 418. 
reproductions for our knowledge of the de tds  of Cauchy’s method. 
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was made to rotatory isotropic. media* and to anisotropic 
mediat ; but this later work was never completed. 
11. 
Cauchy's final method$ of determining the conditions at 
the interface of the media depeiicled on finding the relations 
which must exist between the known values of the displace- 
ments in the interior of the medium, and the values, consistent 
with the conditions of the problem, which these displacements 
take when the change in the forin of the equations of motion 
near the interface is taken into account. 
Treating the ather  as an isotropic elastic solid, for which 
the density is p )  and the coefficients of compressibiliiF and 
rigidity are k, n, tha equations of motion are 
Sir W. Thomsong has shown that all possible solutions of these 
equations are included in 
where 4, ?c) U, w are some functions of x, y, z ,  t and U, v) w such 
du dv dw that - + - + -=O ; dx d?/ dz  
tions, equations (1) may 
further that, making these substitu' 
be replaced by 
dPw p p =nV2w. 
So that there are two modes of waves possible : a condensa- 
* C. R. xxxi. pp. 160, 225. 
1 Ibid. viii. pp. 374, 432, 469. 
f Ibid. xxxi. pp. 267, 297. 
Baltimore Lectures, p. 32. 
VOL. VIII. N 
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tional wave, propagated with velocity PLn, and for which 
the velocity-potential is 4 ; and a distortional w", propa- 
gated with the velocity flT and for which the components 
of the displacement are G,  v, w. 
Let the interface of the media be the plane of yz, and sup- 
pose tho first medium on the side of positive $. 
Considering only plane waves, which have the same period 
of vibration 2n,'o rtnd the saine trace hy i- cz=O on the inter- 
face of the media, the vaIues of cjy  U,  v, 10 satisfying the 
equations may be taken as 
P 
+- B e(a. ,#$by+cr-wt)G + C,L e c - a , , " + a y + c r - w t , ~ ~ * ,  4-1 4-1 
+ B,e 
A e(a++agtcx-~t)J=i + A, e ( - a r + 6 y S c r - o t ) J ~  
9 
(-Qx+ay+c%-wt) J=i o= e w t a y + c a - w f ) L i  
? 
w= c e ( a r + d y + c r - w t ) J z l  + c, &-az+&+c#-ot)+'=. 
J 
where 
* The d=l is inserted for convenience, 
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?a++ by+cz- w t )  J --i + Ale( -a+ b+ CZ-cut) J-7 
q=Be (as+by+cz-cut) J ,  + Ble( -aJ+bytcz -cuf)J=? 
f=Ae  } ’ (3) [= Ce(a++py+cz- -o t )J- l  + (-Ye‘ - ax + by + cz - 0‘) J -7; 
whence, comparing these ~ a l u e s  with equations (2), 
BII= CII=O*. 
Near the interface, and for values of x less than the small 
quantity e, the differential equations change form by the 
addition of terms whose coefficients are functions of x, which 
vanish when x exceeds the small quantity e.  These additional 
terms may be reduced to linear functions of E,  q,  cy and  their 
differential coefficients with respect to st, since the equations 
will still Le satisfied by taking the displacements proportional 
We require now to determine the values o f f ,  4, which 
satisfy these altered equations. 
Cauchy’s method of doing this depends, as v. Ettings- 
hausen$ has pointed out, on the method of the variation of 
parameters : by this method the constants A, A,, . . . are 
treated as functions of s ; and a first condition iniyosed upon 
to the same esponential e ( b y + c z - c u t ) J G  
4 d77 dS them is that - 7 -7 -must remain unaltered in form, so that dx d.z dx 
( - U+ by + cz- cut) J -? dx fs= ( A , e ( a x + b y + c z - o t ) J - l  -Ape 
I I  I ,  
+ c I 1  c( I 1  s , ( - a , l a + b Y + c z - o t ) G  i d=, 
) d=i, 
- C i I w e  (-a,,x+b+cz-wt)+’-i )d=i.- 
+ B s , (a , ,++by+cz-d)J=I 
3 = { Eue(a2$ by+cz-cut)J-T- B l a e ( - u r + b y - I - c z - o f ) J ~  
dx 
(a , ,z  + by+ cz-cut j J -i - cI ~e(-a,,x+by+cz-cut)J=l 
+ BIPlbe C1l I! 
3 = Cae(az+by+cz-cut)J- i  - Cpe‘ - a x + b y + c z - w t ) J z  
d z  
I I  I1 
+ B a C e ( a o , x + b y + c z - ~ t ) d ~  
Consider now any one of the parameters, say B,,; its value 
deduced from equations (2) and (4) is of the form 
e - (a,,x+ by + cz-cut) -r 
dr> 
Bll= (xf+r.l+ V S + T &  e + p ‘ .  csr/ 4-Q &
Differentiating this equation with respect to .z, and substitu- 
* C. U. viii. p. 440. 
$ l’cgg. Ann.  1. p. 409. 
f T03lI. C i t .  p, 4G1. 
N 2  
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cF'E d4q dgC 
a x 2  dz2 dxY 
ting for -3 -7 -from the changed differential equations, 
all the terms will cancel out except those which depend on 
the change of form; and we shall have 
where L, IN,. . . vanish for finite values of x. 
givcn by (3)) so that this last espression may be written 
Now the values of E,  q) < will differ but slightly from those 
Similar values are obtaiaed for the parts of A, A,, . . . which 
depend on x. Now L, M, . . . vanish for finite values of x ; 
so that if fL dx) f x M  ax). . . are very small relatively to  
" 0  
X? p ,  Y,. . .*, - the variable part of B,, may be neglected if 
- ( u + a , , ) d - l ,  (u-a,,)J=i have no real positive part ; so 
that those among the coefficients A, A,, . . . will remain un- 
altered, when the change in the medium near the interface is 
taken into account, which have the coefficient of '2: in their 
exponential factor with U real part not Zess t hun  that of a d  T. 
In  the present case this will be so for all the parameters 
except B,,; and hence, calling E, q, t: the corrected d u e s  
of E,  q, c, we have 
f =Ae' 
17- 
- _. - 
ax+by+cz-wt)  J -7 + A re( -U#+ by + CZ - wt)  J =i + B l I a l l e ( ~ ~ , X + b + C ~ - w ~ ) ~ ~ ' ~  / 
- - Ce(uz+bY+cz--ot)J--l+ ~ , e ( - a ~ + b y + c z - o ~ ) J = i  + B ,ICe(U+'+ + C z  - w t )  J 2, ( - @ + b y + c z - w t ) d  -7 + B ~ e ( u l , x + b y + c z - o t ) d ~ ,  + B,e I 1  
- - Be(UZ+byt CZ-wt)  d 
- 
* This necessitates, first, that the coefficients of the added terms in 
the altered differential equations are all finite, and their product by E 
very small; secondly, that the thickness of the modified layer is small 
compared with the wave-length (Comptes Beiidus, viii. p. 439 ; ix. p. 6).  
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are the components of the displacements in the 
- -  incident 
pressural 
wave, E, q, ca re  such/ that 
F =  E + El 4- Ell, ?= 77 + q1-b Til ,  c= c+ 5; + 5;l ; 
In  the same way, for the second medium the corrected 
values of the displacements are such t.haf; - - - 
E' = p 4- E'', q' = q' + q", f = f[' -k C'; 
d F  dF' dEff d q  dqf dq" d r  d c ,  dr' 
& d x + d s '  da-z+f-' dx dx dx' - -- - -
where 
are the components of the displacements in the 
Finally, assuming*, that for m = 0, 
me have as the interfacial conditions, that for x=Oj 
F + FI + Ell  = E' 4- El', q+rll+T]1= d+7", 1 
c+r,+s,, = r+r,  I 
J 
Q C. R. ix. p. 94. 
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These equations express Cauchy’s principle of the continuity 
of the motion of the aether, according to which the incident 
wave passes into the reflected and refracted waves “sans 
transition brusque.” 
Judging from the historical sequence of Cauchy’s papers, 
there can be little doubt that he enunciated this principle as 
the physical interpretation of the result arrived at  by reason- 
ing analogous to the above; it is, however, impossible to  
agree with v. Ettingshausen that “ Cauchy hat diese Gleich- 
ungen (6) anfanglich aus Griinden gerechtfertigt, die sich 
auf h s  Verfahren der Variationen der Constanten zuriick- 
fuhren lassen ;”* as the principle is already involved in the 
assumption (5)t. 
All that the above analysis really leads to, and all that 
Cauchy$ claimed to have established by it, is the necessity for 
including the pressural waves in the problem of reflection and 
refraction. 
Since the true dynamical equations of condition, given by 
the equality of displacements and pressures, are that for x = 0, 
it is clear, as has been often pointed out, that Cauchy’s 
assumption involves that of the identity of the statical pro- 
perties of the ather in the two media. Lundquist$, however, 
considers that “ Cauchy has established his principle of con- 
tinuity by the aid of analysis, the exactitude of which it is 
* Sitzb. der W h .  Akad. xviii. p. 371. 
t I do not think Cauchy contemplated a continuous rapid transition 
of one medium into t he  other (c f .  C’. B. x. p. 347); neither does 
v. Ettingshsusen in his paper. Supposing the assumption justified on 
these grounds, yet, as yon der BfiiliI has pointed out, the former assump- 
tion respecting the coeficients of the additional teriiis in the modified 
equations prec!udes tlle assumption of L finite chauge in the statical pro- 
perties of the media (J f lat t .  Am. v. p. 477). 
3 c. 22. x. p. 347. 5 Pogg. A w .  clii. p. 1%. 
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not easy to contest ;" and hence that this result, combined 
with the dynamically exact conditions (7), proves ' the legiti- 
nincy of Green's assumption of the equality of the compres- 
sibility and the rigidity of the ether in the two media." 
Cauchy himself did not see that this was involved in his 
conditions ; and so in what follows the compressibilities and 
rigidities of the two media will be considered as unequal. 
III.* 
Taking, as before, the interface of the media as the plane 
of yz, and the first medium on the side of positive x, let the 
axis of z be parallel to the plane of the waves, so that the 
plane of xy is the plane of incidence ; then, if 
denote the components of the displacements in the first and 
second medium respectively, E q c, p 7/ C will be independent 
of c". 
(1) Let the incident vibrations be perpendicalar to the 
plane of incidence. 
The general equations of motion are in this case 
q C and F 7J 
and the principle of continuity gives for the interfacial con- 
ditions that for x=O, 
a-a' - 
a + a! 
sin ( i  - 3') 
sin(i + 92)' .*. c,= - - 
since 
b t -=tan i ,  -/=tan T ; 
n a 
where i, 9' are the angles of incidence and refraction. 
 AIL. ti de I%ys .  i. pp. 133; 21.'. 
* C. H. viii. p. 9S5; is. pp. 1, 59, 91, G7G, i26,  727 ; X. p. %ti, EX. 
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(2) Let the incident vibrations be in the plane of incidence. 
The equations of motion in the first medium are 
Using Green's* method of separating the distortional and 
condensational parts of the solution, and assuming 
the equations of motion become 
where 
g2 = (" + nyp, r2 =nip. 
Similar equations apply to the second medium. 
The principle of continuity gives for the interfacial coil- 
ditions that for = 0, 
(8) . . . .  
#+ f @*- d2+" W' -l --+- drc2 dxdy dx' dxdy ) 
d2+ d2Jr d"' 
cixdy dx2  dxdy 
. 0 . (9) - ----_ ---- 
Since these equations are true for all values of y, we niay 
differentiate with respect to it, a id  hence, by means of the 
equations of motion, replace (9) by 
. . (9.) 
It may here be noted, that if we take the general equations 
of condition (7) and assume the equality of the rigidities of'the 
e ther  in the two media with no assumption respecting the 
* aollected Works, p. 2Gi. 
1 d24 1 d2+' 1 d2+ 1 d 2 q r  _--_- --- 
92 &'l - g f z  dt2 vs diL - r/.l dt2-  ' e 
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compressibilities, we get, instead of (9a), 
whence 
the negative sign being taken, as the second medium corre- 
sponds to  negative x. 
From equations (8) and (9a)  we get 
- 
u//B,, d q  + (A +A,) = -drBf' .r/ - 1 + 1, 7 
(10) 
I bB,,-a(A -A/) = bW'- a', 
} 
g2 gr2  I 
1 1 - B,,= - B", 
The last two of these equations give 
where p is the refractive index, and 
J 
Substituting in the first two of equations (lo), we get 
(u,,B,, + U"') 4 =1= 1 -pQ, 
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whence 
and 
a' b A-A, = - U + ;(B,,- B") 
where 
Hence 
. M.r/=l - af4+L2 a' b afP-ap 
a4 + bp a a 4 + P  -- +;+--- 
. (a'-.> = 2~,t+4'-I, say. (ad-b')  - b ( d  + u)M drl  
U( a2 + L4) ZA, = 
Then R, R, denote the amplitudes of the incident tind 
reflected vibrations, and 6, 6, the difference of phase between 
the incident and refracted, the reflected and refracted waves 
respectively. 
Hence, if a is the azimuth with respect to the plane of inci- 
dence of the incident vibration, the reflected vibration will in 
general be elliptical with a difference of phase 6,-6 between 
the components in an6 perpendicular to  the plane of incidence ; 
and if this difference of phase is destroyed, the azimuth /3 of 
the resulting rectilinear vibration will be given by 
cot j3 = R,/C,. 
Hence . 
(ad-b*)  - b ( n ' + u ) M d ~ l  cot @,$6,-6)= = - - . (11) cota (nar+LP) +b(a'-a)Md=l' 
- cos* ( i  + r )  4- Me sin4 (i  + v )  . 
coss ti-r) + M4 sinp (i-r)' - 
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also 
M{tan(i+v-)+tan(i--1*)} 
1 -My tan ( i  + T) tail (i- T). tan (6,-6) = 
Total &fiction*. 
If p is less than unity, we may write p=sin I, and we 
47r3 
x2 cos2 T= -sin (I-i) sin (I+i). 
4?P a's= L,2- 
get 
Hence, if i >  I, the value of U' becomes imaginary, and the 
refracted ray will die out as it leaves the refracting surface. 
U= sin; ( i -  I) sin (i + I) 
Writing 
we must substitute in the formulz obtained above 
the negative sign being taken, as the second medium is on the 
side of negative x. 
Substituting this value, we find that the reflection is total 
both for the vibration in the plane of incidence, and for the 
vibration perpendicular to the plane of incidence, and for the 
difference of phase between the components of the reflected 
ray we get from (11) 
cot - p .e(4-6) J -  1 = sin i (sin i +  UM) +cos i (M sin i + U) d-1 
cot a sin i (sin i + UM) -cos i (M sin i + U) J q' 
whence 
6-6- cosi(IIs ini+sin+ ( i - ~ ) s i n * ( i + ~ ) i  
2 sini(sini+Msin* (i-I) sin*(i+I)) 
tan'- 
sin' I 
sin a M -+sin3 (i-I) sin4 (i+ I) 
sin2 i - . cos i, 
if the square and higher powers cif the small quantity M are 
neglected. 
Cauchy has sin2 i instead of sin' I in the numerator of the 
* C. R. ix. p. 764; xxs. p. 465. 
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last expression; the correct formula was first given by 
Beer*. 
1v.t 
Before proceeding further, it will be as well to discuss the 
value of the expression denoted above by M. 
Cauchy, not seeing that his equations of condition involved 
the assumption of the identity of the statical properties of the 
;ether in the two media, adopted the following relations, 
m+n= -e%, m'+n'= -et2nt, 
where e, e' are very sinal1 numerics. 
These relations give 
d 
1u 
if E=e-- $. 
No attempt has been made, so far as I am aware, to indi- 
cate the reasons which led to Cauchy's adoption of the above 
remarkable relations between t.he coefficients of compressibility 
and rigidity of the ether in a medium. 
I n  order to find a relation between the coefficients, Cauchy 
considered the condition which must be fulfilled if the 
incident light is completely polarized by reflection. 
This condition is that M = 0, giving since 
where uI,, ut' are b0t.h positive, that 
P' uII=ult, or - p - - . m + n  w t + J  
* Pogg. Ann. xci. p. 274. 
$ C. R. xxviii. p. 64. Originally Cauchy took E== 0. 
t C. R. ix. pp. 691,727, 
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In his first memoir on the subject, Cauchy", forgetting to 
take into account the fact of the media being on different sides 
of the plane of yz; wrote 
all = bull .c/lT, 
where url is positive. 
Hence he obtained - V I ,  + U" 
po27Li1 -dl 1 4- llil.ll"' M= PoQ- 1 - 
where uii, url are both positive, giving as the condition for 
complete polarization 
U , ~ = P J ~ = C L ) ,  or m+n=O=m'+n. I 
He then argued that incomplete polarization must be due 
to  the fact that these expressions differ slightly from zero, and 
that their value must be negative, in order that the pressural 
waves should be insensible at a distance from the interface for 
all angles of incidence. 
I n  a memoir published in 1840 and in the Exemises 
d'dnaigse et de Physique?, this mistake was corrected, and the 
true condition p / ( m  + n) =pl/(ml+ d) was given ; but, appa- 
rently led astray by his original mistake and by a desire$ 
(afterwards given up, Compt. Rend. xsviii. p. 125) to make 
complete polarization depend on the properties of the refracting 
medium alone, and not on any relation .between the two 
media, he still adopted the solution 
m+n=O=ml+nl; 
though he mentioned4 also the true solution,viz. that the coeffi- 
cient of compressibility of the &her is infinite, and the wave- 
lengths of the pressural waves in the two media are equal. 
Assuming that the &her is incompressible, the polarization 
of the reflected ray will be elliptical when the wave-lengths of 
the pressural yaves are unequal, and we get 
where hii, 
the two media. 
are the wave-lengths of the pressural waves in 
This is Eisenlohr's suggestion; but the 
* C. B. ix. p. 64. Ex. d'An. et  de Phys. i. p. 167. 
t C. R. x. p. 357. Ex, d'An. et de PAYS. i. p. 233. 
$ C. R. ix. p.727. § Ibid, x. p. 368. 
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form in which he made it does not show that it involves the 
absolute incompressibility of the aether. I f  h,,/X”= X I X I ,  we 
get Green’s formula. Eisenlohr* says that this assumption 
is absolutely untenable : it is, however, as  Green shows, a 
direct consequence of the assninytion made by him, and in- 
volved in Cauchy’s conditions, viz. the identity of the statical 
properties of the aether in the two media. 
Further than t,hat, if we assume only the equality of the 
rigidities, the equations of colidition become (8), (9b)  ; whence 
and if the &her is incompressible, 
Haughton’st suggestion that tho coefficient of compressi- 
bility is very great, but not infinite, does not help matters ; 
so that it would appear that the only way to escape the diffi- 
culty is by one of Lord Rayleigh’st suggestions :- 
(1) That “althongh the transition between the two media 
is so sudden that the principal waves of transverse vibrations 
are affected nearly in the same way as if it were instantaneous, 
yet we may readily imagine that the case is different for the 
surface-waves, whose existence is almost confined to  the layer 
of variable density.” 
(2) That the densities concerned in the propagation of the 
so-called longitudinal waves are unknown, and may possibly not 
be the same as those on which transverse vibrations depend.” 
Eisenlohr5 gives another (it appears entirely empirical) 
value for M : it involves, as Cauchy’s, a negative value for 
the coefficient compressibility of the aether, and leads to 
formulze closely agreeing with experiment j as, however, they 
contain a third disposable constant, this close agreement is 
hardly to be wondered at. 
V. 
Cauchy’s formulae for metallic reflection were originally 
published on April 15,183911, and thus were obtained from his 
* Pogg. Ann. civ. p. 368. 
4 Ibid. xlii. pp. 96,97. 
11 C. R. viii. p. 663. 
t Phil. &lag. [4] h. p. 81. 
4 Po@. Ann. civ. p. 366. 
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second set of equat,ions of condition, in which the pressural 
waves were neglected. The formulae were republished on 
January 17, 1848*, and apparently no attempt was made to 
obtain equations in which the influence of the pressural waves 
was included. 
Cauchy considers the peculiarities of metallic reflection to 
be due to a complex value of the refractive index. 
Writing 
p=Be d = l  , 
whence 
UP sin 2u = 8 2  sin 2e, cot zu - e = cot a cos 2 tan-' -). (12) sin i ( 6 
Substituting 
2ir - 27r 27r 
x x x a'= - -Up'-1, a = - cos i, b = - sin i, 
in the values of C , / C ,  A,/A, and making M = O ,  we get at once 
Cauchy's well-known formulae. 
Making these same substitutions in (ll), we get 
e A J Z  - sin2 i + cos i UeuJz . 
sin2 i-cos i UeUJ-? ' 
- 
cot cc 
whence 
cot2 p 
cote oc 
sir14 i+ COS* i U%- 2 sin2 i cos i U cos U 
sin4i+cos2i U2-t 2 sin'i cos i U cos U' 
--- 
~0t(+-45"), 
where 
cot+*cosusin(2tan-1 =>, sine i 
cot 2@= cos U sin 2 tan-'  ( sine cos 2 "). 
or, if a = 4 5 O ,  
At  the polarizing angle I, for which A=7r/2, we have 
U = h n  I sin I, u=2& 
c. R. xxvi. p. 86. 
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where /3 is the azimuth of the reflected vibrations, when the 
incident vibrations are in an azimuth 45O with respect to the 
plane of incidence. 
These values substituted in equations (12) give tho values 
of the constants 8, E,  and then these same equations serve for 
the determination of U, U for any other angle of incidence. 
While the above equations can at the best be only coiisidered 
incomplete, objections have also been nindc to the complex 
value of the refractive index iiwolved in them. 
Lord Rnyleigh’s criticism” that the real part of p* should 
be positive, while the results of esperiinent substituted in 
Cauchy’s equations give a value of p1 with its real part negn- 
tire, seenis not, so much an argument against Cauchy’s idea, 
- as --- an “argument against the attempt t80 account for the 
effects on a purely elastic solid theory ” t. 
The value of p 2  resulting from Sir W. Thomson’s theory of 
light is a real negative quantity; this value substituted in 
Green’s equations gives the reflection total a t  all nnnles of 
incidence. F o r  this result there is no experimental evidence 
at present, except in the case of silver. The same will result 
from Lord Rayleigh’s extension of Green’s theory, unless, as 
seems scarcely probable, the refractive index of the pressural 
waves is a complex quantity. 
9 
VI. 
I n  August 1850$ Cauchy published the outlines of the 
result of applying his method to the case of reflection at 
the surface of an isotropic medium which possesses rotatory 
power. 
The displacements in  the upper medium are taken as 
E= A&(ax+by-wt)Jx + A,be(-m+by-wt)Jrl + B 11 11 e ( a , , x + b y - w f ) J z  - - A ~ ~ ( u z + @ -  t)*/=l+ A ae(-ax+by-wt)JI1 + B fie(a,,z+by-wt)d-=l 7- P I 11 J 
* Phil. Mag. [SI xliii. p. 326. 
5 Eieenlchr, Wied. Ann. i .  p. 204 j Glnzebrook, Brit. ASEOC. Report, 
1885, p. 197. 
- $ C R. xxxi. pp. 160, 225. 
Substituting these VnlIle$ in the equations of condition re- 
sulting from the principle of continuity. we get 
b(A+A,-A;-AJj =Br1~ll1-H,,d, 
-(A--A,)a +Al‘nl‘+Agl~?’=I~(R’’-~~,) ,  
b { (A - -4,) - Alln,‘--Aa‘ 0 0 2  ‘1 = (J31’(t”2 - BIP,lP) 9 
- (A + A,)n2 + Aj1o1’S +A2{r,I2 =b( B11d1- B,,dj), 
The last two of these equations give 
From the first :in(1 fourth we get 
x2 XI A+A,=-A{+-A,’ ,  . . , . (15) X1@ xp 
and from the second. and third 
whence, writing as before, 
where 31 is the coefficient of ellipticity, and eliminating R,, B” 
between the first two of equations (13), 
(U-MZ, 1 / - 1 ) A - ( a + M b  ~- l )A ,=(a~-MMb 4 X ) A I ‘  
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and froin (15) 
where 
2aA=U1Aj+U,A2’, 2aA,=VlA{+V,A,’, . (16) 
aI‘+ a 
a2 + bQ U,= { (aa,’ +b2) + l!!b(a,’-u) 4=i} --- 
sin (i+?-,) 2.rr 
x,’ sinr, ’ 
- =- {cos(i-Yrl)+Msin ( i -P , )  4-1} 
-- 2ir - sin ( i - ~ ~ )  - {cos ( i + r , ) - M  sin ( i + q )  4-1} GI sin , 
and Us V, are: similar expressions with (2) written instead 
First, consider the case in which the incident vibrations 
Then A=O, and equation (15) and the first of equations 
of (1)’ 
are perpendicular to the plane of incidence. 
I (16) give 
i? x 2  
xi* A,= -A< + hp Ad, U1AI + U,Ad=O, 
whence from (14) 
A, - Ba 2/--1~ _- 
’ Ale xQ x x 
~9 U~-V~UI 7 (a+.J)U,+-f X1 (a+a<)U~  
A 4  
and writing for U1, U,, a, a] ,  a i ,  b their values in terms of 
the angles of incidence and refraction, 
D sin(i-R) sin ( i + 1 2 ) + D / s i n 2 z 2  
. c ;  2 C,= - r 
D Lsin2(i + E) - 
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\Y here 
D = COR ( i - H )  + M sin (i--H) dF1, 
U'= cos (i+ H) -&I sin (i+ R) 4=3, 
Oiriittiiig squares and products of the slnitll quailtities 
M, sin L2, the forniul~ become 3' -T 2 
r1 - 7*2 sin 2i sin . cos 2.13. 2 
A , = -  4 3  [cos (i-R)+Msiii(i--B) 4-11 sin* ( i+R) U, 
c. sin (i-R) sin (i +-R) e,= - 
Hence the reflected ray will be in general elliptically pola- 
rized, except for an angle of incidence such that the angle of 
mean refraction is 7r/4, in which case the reflected ray will be 
plane-polarized with vibrationa perpendicular to the plane of 
incidence. I n  all cases the coiiiponent perpendicnlur to the 
plane of incidence is practically t'he saint! as if the medium 
had no rotating power, the other component beina very small. 
Next  consider the case in  which the incident vibrations are 
in tho plane of' incidence. 
Then C=O, and from equation (14) 
? 
and hence 
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Whence 
71 - r 2  sin %sin 
i5 
r - 1 a 2  D kin2 ( i+ R) - sin2 1- 2 
c,= 4x1. 
r -r2 
D’sin(i+R) sin (i-R) +Dsin2+ 2 . A ;  1 A,= r -r2 D [sine (i + R) - sin2 L-- 2 
or, to the same degree of approximation as in the former case, 
. rl-r2 sin 
2 - C,= 4-1 sin 2i - 
[cos(i-R) +Msin(i-R) 4x1 sin2(i+R) ’ 
cos (i+R) -Msin ( i+R) d z l  sin (i-R) . A. 
cos (i-R) +Msin (i-R) 4-1 sin ( i+R)  
A,= -.- 
Hence the refle5ted ray will be in general elliptically 
polarized, the component of the vibration in the plane of 
incidence being practically the same as if the refracting 
medium had no rotating power, the component of the vibration 
perpendicular to the plane of incidence being extremely small. 
At the polarizing angle for which R+i=w/2, the reflected 
vibration is plane-polarized, and the vibrations will be a t  ar 
azimuth with respect to t,he plane of incidence given by 
. rl-r2 sin ___ 
A1 
2 tan ,E?= tan 2 i .  
VII. 
In the saiiie year (1850) Cauchy extended his method to 
the problem of crystalline reflection : the complete solution 
was given in a memoir presented to the French Academy on 
September 16, 1850*. 
This memoir was never published, though it was announced? 
to appear in the 23rd volume of the Mdmoires de I’Acaddmie ; 
and we have only slight indications of Cauchy’s manner of 
dealing with the problem. 
C. R. rxxi. p. 422. t Tom. cit. p. Lot). 
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I n  accordance with the results of his theory of double 
refraction, Cauchy does not suppose the vibrations to be 
necessarily strictly transversal and longitudinal*. In order 
to eliminate the amplitudes of the latter vibrations, he assumes 
as an approximation the strict transversa1it.y of the former, 
and thus obtains t four equations between the quasi-transversal 
amplitudes, which contain three coefficients, whose values are 
known when coordinate axes are taken depending on the re- 
fracting surface and the plane of incidence. 
A second memoir$ is devoted to the determination of the 
value of these coefficients, when fixed directions in the crystal 
are taken as  the axes. The valuo of this determination is 
lessened by the fact, that at  the very commencement an 
approximation is made depending on the peculiar relation 
between the coefficients of elasticity, which we have considered 
above . 
This is all that has been published, except some notes indi- 
cating a few of the results of his analysis; it is, however, 
probable5 that Cauchy first obtained a solution on the assump- 
tion of the strict transversality of the luminous vibrations, 
and then proceeded to apply corrections to the values thus 
obtained, and it is possibZe(I that he adopted in the solution 
MacCul,lagh's idea of unimdial directions. 
There is no need to enter further into this part of Cauchy's 
work, as Briotll has employed both these methods in his excel- 
lent adaptation of Cauchy's theory to the problem of Crystalline 
Reflect ion. 
* C. R. xxxi. pp. 223, 2N. 
3 Tom. cit. p. 297. 
11 Ihm. cit. p. 632. 
1- Tom. cit. p. 257. 
5 Tom. m't. p. 160. 
l'l Liopcv. Joniw. [Z] xii. p. 186 
